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ABSTRACT Even though the ad-hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) is a broadly used routing protocol

for mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs), it is vulnerable to a blackhole attack. Lu et al. developed a secure

MANET routing protocol called SAODV to address the security weakness associated with the original

AODV protocol and to remedy the blackhole attack. Specifically, the SAODV protocol can protect against

blackhole attack performed by a malicious node during the routing process. However, it cannot resist the

cooperative blackhole attack, in which two nodes are participating together to mount such attack. Therefore,

this paper proposes a secure MANET routing protocol called BP-AODV to overcome the security breaches

related to the SAODV protocol along with the original AODV protocol. In addition, the BP-AODV is able

to protect against a cooperative blackhole attack launched during the routing process and guards against

the blackhole attack that might take place during the forwarding process. The BP-AODV is developed

by extending the functionality of the AODV protocol along with utilizing the chaotic map features. The

experimental results assure that the BP-AODV protocol is more secure than the SAODV protocol and can

effectively fight the blackhole attack achieved by a malicious node or cooperative malicious nodes during the

routing process. The results also reveal that the BP-AODV can strongly guard against the blackhole attack

that occurs during the forwarding process.

INDEX TERMS Cooperative blackhole attack, blackhole protected AODV, BP-AODV, malicious node,

MANET.

I. INTRODUCTION

A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) comprises a dynamic

set of self-organizing mobile devices or nodes that directly

communicate to each other without any fixed infrastructure.

Thus, nodes in MANET perform the tasks of both hosts and

routers to forward packets toward their destinations based on

the employed routing protocol. Routing protocols utilized by

MANET can be classified based on topology into: proactive,

reactive, and hybrid protocols [1], [2].

In the proactive or table-driven routing protocols, each

node has one or more routing tables to store entries for all

available destination nodes. Nodes regularly advertise their

routing tables information or directly after detecting a change

in the network topology to maintain an up-to-date topology.

These types of routing protocols experience a low delay
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but they suffer from adequate scalability. Examples of such

protocols are the Destination Sequenced Distance Vector

(DSDV) [3], its safe version called (SDSDV) [4], Optimized

Link State Routing (OLSR) [5], and a lightweight Proactive

Source Routing (PSR) [6] protocols. On the other hand,

reactive or on-demand routing protocols create a route only

when a source node has to send data to a destination node

for which it has no entry in the routing table. These types of

routing protocols have a good scalability but they experience

a long delay. The Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [7], its

secure version called Secure Routing Protocol (SRP) [8],

Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [9], and its

non-cryptographic secure version (SAODV) [10] protocols

are examples of reactive routing protocols. Finally, the hybrid

routing protocols such as the ZRP (Zone Routing Proto-

col) [11] and its enhanced version IZRP (Independent Zone

Routing Protocol) [12] divide the network topology into over-

lapping zones. They implement proactive protocols inside
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each zone while they employ reactive protocols among the

zones. These types of protocols take the advantages of the

proactive and reactive protocols but they put an extra over-

head on each node to maintain zone topology.

Due to the dynamic nature of MANETs and their lack

of fixed infrastructure, they are generally vulnerable to sev-

eral types of attacks. These attacks include sinkhole, DoS

(Denial of Service), DDoS (Distributed DoS), and black-

hole attacks [13]–[21]. Therefore, literature broadly cov-

ered such types of attacks. For example, Kalita et al. [13]

surveyed different types of attacks associated with ad hoc

networks and provided countermeasures for these attacks.

Nguyen and Nguyen [14] introduced the impact of differ-

ent types of attacks associated with MANETs based on a

simulation study. Trivedi et al. [15] identified that ZRP is

vulnerable to DDoS attack and then provided a newmodel for

detecting the misbehaviour nodes. Hussain and Devaraj [16]

analyzed the DSR protocol under the sinkhole attack and they

concluded that the DSR is vulnerable to sinkhole attacks.

Faghihniya et al. [17] ensured that AODV protocol is vul-

nerable to flooding attack which leads to DoS or DDoS.

Panos et al. [18] presented a comprehensive analysis of

the blackhole attack related to MANETs. In addition, they

introduced the blackhole intensity as a new attack fac-

tor and evaluated its impact on the network performance.

Khanna and Sachdeva [19] presented different aspects of

blackhole attack together with the weaknesses of current

literature. In addition, they introduced comprehensive classi-

fications of the mitigation and detection schemes along with

reviewing and comprising several published work associated

with those classifications. Mejaele and Ochola [20] tested the

DSR under the blackhole attacks and they found that the DSR

is vulnerable to the blackhole attack. Thong and Buttyán [21]

illustrated through examples that SRP (the secure version of

DSR) is also vulnerable to blackhole attack.

Due to its good scalability along with low overhead,

the AODV [9] protocol is one of the most widely employed

reactive protocols. Thus, it becomes a main target for black-

hole attack and cooperative blackhole attack. In the blackhole

attack, a malicious node attracts network traffic due to an

exploit in the route discovery process and then drops any data

packets that are forwarded to it. This attack is generated in

two steps: in the first stepwhich takes place during a route dis-

covery process, the malicious node will falsely advertise that

it has the best up to date route to the destination. In the second

step which takes place during the forwarding process, it will

drop any data packets that are forwarded to it. The cooperative

blackhole attack, on the other hand, is performed with two

malicious nodes that cooperate together to lunch the attack.

To handle blackhole attack associated with the AODV,

several variants of the AODV protocol have been proposed

in the literature to mitigate such attack. Among these pro-

tocols is the non-cryptographic secure version of AODV

called SAODV [10]. The SAODV protocol can protect only

against blackhole attack performed by a malicious node.

Unfortunately, as discussed in Section III-C, we found that

the SAODV protocol is vulnerable to cooperative blackhole

attack. Therefore, this paper addresses the vulnerability asso-

ciated with the SAODVprotocol that enables malicious nodes

to lunch the cooperative blackhole attack. In addition, it pro-

poses a blackhole protected AODV (BP- AODV) protocol

that detects and protects against not only the blackhole attack

but also the cooperative blackhole attack initiated during

the routing process. The proposed protocol also provides

protection against a malicious node that behaves normally

during the routing process to avoid detection while it drops

any data packets that might be received during the forwarding

process. Further, it incorporates chaotic map into its design

to guarantee that each distinct pair of nodes (i.e., source

and destination) will have different secret parameters on

each route request. The experimental results demonstrate the

effectiveness of the proposed protocol compared with AODV,

SAODV, and PCBHA [22].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

provides the related work while Section III presents the

AODV and SAODV protocols along with their behavior

under the blackhole attack. Section IV introduces the pro-

posed routing protocol for MANETs. Section V shows the

results of the conducted experiments. Finally, Section VI

concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The AODV [9] is one of the mostly used reactive proto-

cols. However, it is vulnerable to the blackhole attackwhich is

a severe routing protocol attack as pointed in [2]. Specifically,

Ochola et al. [23] analyzed the performance of the AODV

protocol under blackhole attack scenarios. They pointed out

that the protocol has very poor performance under black-

hole attacks. Also, Jain and Choorasiya [24] along with

Medadian et al. [25] experimentally showed that the perfor-

mance of AODV protocol collapsed under blackhole attack.

Accordingly, several solutions including [10], [22], [26]–[31]

have been proposed to mitigate the blackhole attack associ-

ated with the AODV protocol.

Dokurer et al. [26] modified the AODV protocol to reduce

the chance of a malicious or blackhole node to attach itself

on a route. Specifically, the source node requesting the route

ignores the first RREP packet or the first two RREP packets

and then chooses next hop of any subsequent RREP packets

because the blackhole node generally replies with RREP

packet more quickly than any other nodes. This method is

very useful to mitigate a blackhole attack performed with a

single malicious node. Unfortunately, it has two shortcom-

ings: 1) it is vulnerable to cooperative blackhole attack in

which two malicious nodes are cooperating to launch the

attack and 2) the protocol excludes the short path when-

ever there is no malicious nodes. Tamilselvan and Sankara-

narayanan [27] changed the behavior of the source node in the

AODV protocol to thwart the blackhole attack. Specifically,

when a source node receives the first RREP packet, it does

not immediately convey its data packet but it waits for a

specific period of time to collect a set of RREP packets from
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its neighbor nodes. Next, the source node compares all RREP

packets and chooses the neighbor node that has the same next

hop as other alternative routes. Then, it starts the sending of

its data packets.

Tamilselvan and Sankaranarayanan [22] also developed a

routing protocol based on the AODV to mitigate the coop-

erative blackhole attack. Their proposed protocol is called

Prevention of a Co-operative Black Hole Attack (PCBHA).

Initially, the PCBHAgives each node a default fidelity or trust

level. When a source node broadcasts a RREQ message to

establish a route, it waits to receive RREP messages from

its neighboring nodes and then picks the neighboring node

with a higher fidelity level that exceeds a predefined threshold

value for forwarding the data packets to the destination node.

When the destination node receives a data packet, it returns

an ACK packet to the source node. If the source node receives

an ACK packet, it will increment the fidelity level of the

neighboring node from which it received the ACK message.

Otherwise, it decrements the fidelity level and considers a

possible blackhole node on this route. The PCBHA protocol

builds its security based on receiving the ACK packets. If any

malicious node replies with a forged ACK packet when it

receives a data packet, the fidelity level of the route passing

through the malicious node will be increased. This will lure

the source node to establish a route through the malicious

node which in turn can break the security of the PCBHA

protocol and lunch the blackhole attack.

Choudhury et al. [28] introduced a Receive Reply method

that utilizes a pre-RREP message that enables the source

node to analyze the destination sequence number associated

with the RREP packet and hence distinguishes fair nodes

from malicious ones. Chavan et al. [29] provided a modified

version of the AODV protocol to mitigate the blackhole

attack. Their protocol expands the original AODV protocol

using VERIFY and CHECKVRF messages initiated by the

originator or source node to a destination node for verification

purpose. When receiving a CHECKVRF packet, the des-

tination responds with FINALREPLY packet to assure the

authenticity of the path. Deshmukh et al. [30] developed a

model that is based only on setting a validity bit in the RREP

message. The model assumed that the malicious node has no

knowledge about the validity bit that was sent in the RREP

message. After receiving the RREP message, the source

node checks the validity bit. If the validity bit is set to one,

the source utilizes that path and starts the sending of its data

packets. Otherwise, it considers that the route passes through

a malicious node and hence ignores the RREP message.

Yasin and Zant [31] discussed the shortcoming of this model.

They argued that the model assumption is unrealistic because

the malicious node employs the same protocol and can ana-

lyze it to recognize the validity bit before performing the

attack. In addition, the model cannot specifically identify

which node tries to perform the blackhole attack.

Lu et al. [10] developed a secure version of the AODV

routing protocol called SAODV that withstands the blackhole

attack associated with the original protocol. They extend

the route discovery process of the AODV protocol with a

verification process to directly verify a destination node. The

verification process is achieved through exchanging random

numbers between a source and a corresponding destination.

As discussed in Section III-C, the protocol can protect only

against the blackhole attack generated by a malicious node.

Unfortunately, it is vulnerable to cooperative blackhole attack

in which two malicious nodes are cooperated to initiate such

attack.

III. AODV AND SAODV UNDER BLACKHOLE

This section briefly provides a background material about

the blackhole attack in MANETs in Section III-A. In addi-

tion, it discusses the operations of the AODV [9] and

SAODV [10] protocols under the blackhole attack in

Sections III-B and III-C, respectively.

FIGURE 1. Blackhole attack behavior in MANETs.

A. MANETS BLACKHOLE ATTACK

The blackhole attack [13], [19], [32], [33] is a severe routing

protocol attack that takes place during the routing process.

In this attack, a malicious nodeM entices network nodes and

advertises that it has the best path to a network destination

during the routing process as visualized in Fig. 1a. As a result,

a route including M on its path is created between a source

node src and its associated destination node dst . When the src

sends data packets to the dst , the packets will pass through

M which in turn eavesdrops and then drops these packets as

depicted in Fig. 1b. Also, two malicious nodes can cooper-

ate together to perform the blackhole attack as discussed in

[19], [34]. Furthermore, the blackhole attack can occur when

a malicious node behaves normally (i.e., like a non-malicious

node) during the routing process to avoid detection while

it behaves abnormally when it is attached to a constructed

route (i.e., it simply drops data packets during the forwarding

process).
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B. AODV PROTOCOL

The Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [9] is a

reactive routing protocol forMANETs with two phases: route

discovery and route maintenance. The AODV protocol uti-

lizes four types of messages: Route Request (RREQ), Route

Reply (RREP), Route Error (RERR), and hello (HELLO) to

discover and maintain routes. The route discovery process is

initiated only when a source node wants to send data to a

destination node for which there is no entry in the routing

table. To illustrate the discovery process, a network with

sixteen nodes as shown in Fig. 2 is constructed. Suppose that

node 2 is a source node denoted by src and node 15 is a

destination node designated by dst . In addition, node 12 has

a route to the dst through node 16 while node 14 has a

direct route to the dst . Note that the text labels with gray

color in figures refers to an operation executed in a previous

round. For example, the label ‘‘RREQ during request round’’

in Fig. 2b refer to the route request performed in Fig. 2a.

FIGURE 2. Route discovery process in AODV protocol.

During the discovery process shown in Fig. 2, three main

steps are performed. Firstly, the src broadcasts a route request

RREQ message as indicated in Fig. 2a to its next hop neigh-

bors (nodes 1, 3, 5, and 6, in this case). Secondly, when an

intermediate node that has no route to the dst (e.g., node

1, 3, 5, or 6) receives the RREQ message, it establishes a

reverse route with the src. In addition, it broadcasts the RREQ

message to its next hop neighbors after updating the received

RREQ message (e.g., decrements the time-to-live field and

increments the hop count field). This process is repeated until

the RREQ message reaches either the dst or an intermediate

node that has a route to the dst . When the dst or such

intermediate node (e.g, node 12 or 14) receives the RREQ

message, it also creates a reverse route to the src and then

unicasts a RREP message to the src through the reverse route

as indicated in Fig. 2b. Thirdly, when the src receives the

RREP message, it chooses the route with the shortest number

of hops and then starts the sending of data packets to the

intended dst .

Even though AODV is a good and very popular rout-

ing protocol for MANETs, it is vulnerable to the blackhole

attack [35]. In one scenario for the blackhole attack, suppose

that node 10 is a malicious node denoted by M and the src

broadcasts a route request RREQ message to the dst through

intermediate nodes. When M receives the RREQ message,

it lures the src by quickly replying with a RREP message

indicating that it has the shortest route to the dst . As a result,

the src receives the RREP message from M before any other

reply messages. This forces the src to establish a virtual route

to the dst through M and excludes the other routes as shown

in Fig. 3 where each excluded route is indicated by a cross.

In addition, when the src sends a data packet to the dst ,

the packet will pass through M which simply eavesdrops

and then drops the packet to complete the blackhole attack.

In other scenario for blackhole attack,M can behave normally

during the routing process to avoid detection but if it is

normally attached to a route, the malicious node will drop

any data packet sent through that route.

FIGURE 3. A blackhole attack scenario on AODV protocol.

C. SAODV PROTOCOL

The SAODV [10] is a secure routing protocol for MANET

that is designed to protect against blackhole attack. Like the

AODV protocol, the SAODV protocol has a route discovery

phase and maintenance phase. The main difference between

them is that the route discovery phase of the SAODV extends

the functionality of the route discovery phase of the AODV

with a verification process. The verification process enables

the source node to directly verify the destination through

exchanging random numbers between them. It is initiated

when the source node receives a RREP message in the reply

round of the route discovery phase of the AODV proto-

col. To illustrate the verification process, the same network

field in Fig. 3 with the same assumptions is used.
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FIGURE 4. Verification process in SAODV protocol.

After the src receives a RREP in Fig. 2b, it stores the RREP

in its routing table and directly sends a verification message

SRREQ to the dst via the reverse direction of the route

through which the RREP is received. The message SRREQ

simply includes a random number rs generated by the src as

shown in Fig. 4a where the arrows started at the src node are

labeled with rs. When the dst receives at least two SRREQ

messages on different routes, it stores the messages in its

routing table and compares their content whether they have

a same value of rs. Based on the comparison results, the dst

performs the following steps. Firstly, if at least two SRREQs

have the same value of rs, the dst sends a verification confirm

message SRREP via the reverse direction of the route through

which the SRREQ is received. The SRREP simply includes

a random number rd generated by the dst as indicated by an

arrow labeled with rd and started from the dst in Fig. 4b. For

example, the dst received SRREQ messages from the routes

through nodes 13, 14, and 16 that have the same value rs as

depicted in Fig. 4a. Therefore, the dst sends a SRREP with

rd to each of the nodes 13, 14, and 16 as indicated by arrows

labeled with rd in Fig. 4b. Secondly, if the SRREQ messages

have different rs values, the dst needs to wait until it receives

at least two SRREQmessages that have the same rs value and

then performs the first step. On the other hand, when the src

receives two SRREP messages that have the same rd value

from different routes, it chooses the route with the shortest

number of hops to the dst . After selecting the verified shortest

route, the src starts its transmission to the dst .

From security perspective, the SAODV protocol is

designed to protect MANETs against the blackhole attack.

That is, the protocol can handle the blackhole attack of a sin-

gle malicious node. Unfortunately, the SAODV is vulnerable

to cooperative blackhole attack which can be performed by

two malicious nodes. Specifically, if two malicious nodes are

cooperated by sending the same confirmation random num-

ber during the verification confirm round, they will entice the

source node to select one of the routes on which the malicious

nodes are attached. One scenario to lunch blackhole attack

on SAODV is illustrated on the same network in Fig. 5

with the same previous assumptions. In addition, suppose

that nodes 8 and 10 are two malicious nodes denoted by

M1 and M2, respectively.

FIGURE 5. Blackhole attack scenario on SAODV protocol.

In general, when the src requests a route to the dst , it broad-

casts a RREQ message through intermediate nodes during

the request round as indicated in Fig. 5. According to the

protocol steps, each ofM1,M2, node 12, and dst will respond

with a RREP message during the reply round. When the src

receives a RREP message, it directly responds via the RREP

reverse route with a SRREQ during the verification round.

The SRREQ contains a random number rs generated by the

src as indicated in Fig. 5 by an arrow labeled with rs.M1 and

M2 will cooperate to respond with a SRREP that has the same

random number rm as indicated by an arrow labeled with rm
started from M1 and M2. In addition, the dst responds with a

SRREP that has rd through nodes 13 and 16 as depicted by

an arrow labeled with rd initiated from the dst in Fig. 5. Note

that there is an arrow with two heads from node 6 to the src.

This arrow means that node 6 conveys two SRREP messages

with different random numbers, one received fromM1 and the

other from node 9. Since each of the two malicious nodes has

less number of hops to the src than node 12 and the dst , the src

will receive the two SRREP sent by the malicious nodes

before the other SRREP’s. As a result, the src will establish

a route with either M1 or M2. Also, the SAODV protocol

does not consider the blackhole attack that is achieved by

a malicious node that behaves normally during the routing

process while it behaves abnormally during the forwarding

(i.e., such nodewill drop the received packets passing through

which to the destination).

IV. PROPOSED BP-AODV ROUTING PROTOCOL

The Blackhole Protected Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vec-

tor (BP-AODV) routing protocol is developed to protect
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MANETs against blackhole attack in general while it spe-

cially overcomes the blackhole attack associated with the

AODV and SAODV protocols. The main contribution of the

proposed protocol is to address the cooperative blackhole

attack associated with the SAODV protocol along with pro-

viding a routing protocol that is robust against not only the

blackhole attack but also the cooperative blackhole attack

during the routing process. The BP-AODV can detect mali-

cious nodes that behave abnormally during the route discov-

ery process. In addition, it guards against blackhole attack

that might be performed by a malicious node that behaves

normally (i.e., the malicious node follows the protocol steps)

during the routing process but it behaves maliciously during

the forwarding process.

The proposed protocol uses a challenge-response-confirm

pattern to establish trusted routes. In general, a source node

generates a challenge value and then conveys it to a des-

tination node during a route request. When the destina-

tion receives the challenge, it computes the corresponding

response as a function of the received challenge along with

other secret values generated by the destination. The des-

tination node propagates the response value to the source

during the route reply while it keeps the secret values.

Finally, the destination node confirms the route by conveying

the secret values during the route confirm. The BP-AODV

accomplishes its task by incorporating chaotic map into its

design along with using the challenge-response-confirm pat-

tern during routing process as discussed in Section IV-B.

In addition, it calculates the degree of a node trust based on

the number of forwarded data packets during the forward-

ing process as introduced in Section IV-C. The BP-AODV

protocol assumes that the nodes within a transmission range

of each other have a number of benign nodes greater than

the number of malicious nodes. Before going to the protocol

details, the BP-AODV utilizes five types of messages as

presented in Section IV-A.

A. BP-AODV MESSAGE TYPES

The proposed BP-AODV protocol employs five types of

messages: MRREQ (Modefied Route REQuest), MRREP

(Modefied Route REPly), RERR (Route ERRor), HELLO

(HELLO), and RCON (Route CONfirm). Actually, BP-

AODV adapts RREQ and RREP while it uses the RERR

and HELLO messages [36] of AODV protocol. In addition,

it develops the RCON message as a new message type.

The MRREQ message extends the RREQ message with

two fields referred to as cs and ts. The field cs holds a

challenge value generated by a source node while the field ts
keeps the time in millisecond at which the MRREQ message

is created. Also, the MRREP message expands the RREP

message with one field denoted by v to accommodate a

response value v calculated by a destination node. Finally,

the constructed RCON message has eight fields to enable

the destination conveying the secret values during the route

confirm (i.e., the values used to confirm the correctness of the

response value propagated during the route reply). The name

TABLE 1. The name and description of each RCON field.

and description of each RCON message field are introduced

in Table 1.

B. BP-AODV ROUTING PROCESS

In general, the proposed BP-AODV protocol protects

MANET’s against blackhole attack and cooperative black-

hole attack and specially, it remedies the blackhole vulner-

ability of the SAODV and AODV protocols. In addition,

the protocol detects malicious nodes that behave abnormally

during the routing process. Like the AODV and SAODV,

the BP-AODVhas a route discovery phase and a routemainte-

nance phase. The route discovery phase of the BP-AODVpro-

tocol extends the functionality of the route discovery phase

of AODV protocol to implement the challenge-response-

confirm pattern along with establishing up to three routes

instead of one route by the AODV protocol. The route discov-

ery phase of the BP-AODV protocol is achieved by complet-

ing three rounds or processes: Request, Reply, and Confirm.

To illustrate each process, a network of sixteen nodes

shown in Fig. 6 is constructed. Also, suppose that node 2 is

a source node denoted by src and node 15 is a destination

node designated by dst . The BP-AODV protocol is a reactive

protocol so the src requests a route only when it has no entry

in its routing table for the dst .

The Request process indicated in the left-top part of Fig. 7

is initiated by the src to construct a route with the dst . During

this round, reverse routes with the src are established and

a challenge value cs generated by the src is conveyed to

the network nodes. Specifically, the src creates a MRREQ

message together with putting parameter values (e.g., cs, hop

count hc, and broadcast id bid) into corresponding fields of

the message. Then the src broadcasts the MRREQ message

to its neighbor nodes as indicated by dashed arrows labeled

with cs to nodes 1, 3, 5, and 6 in Fig. 6. When an intermediate

node receives the MRREQmessage, it ignores the message if

it is previously received from the same forwarding node or the

number of previously received messages from different nodes

is greater than three. Otherwise, the intermediate node per-

forms four steps. Firstly, it increments the number of received

MRREQ messages. Secondly, it builds a reverse route with

the src through the forwarding node. Note that the BP-AODV

allows up to three routes with the src via different forwarding

nodes. Thirdly, it stores the challenge value cs into its routing

table. Fourthly, if the intermediate node is not the dst and the

MRREQ is not previously broadcasted, the node increments

the number of hop count hc included in the message and then
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FIGURE 6. BP-AODV operations during routing process.

broadcasts it to the neighbor nodes. This process is repeated

by all intermediate nodes until the MRREQ message reaches

the dst which in turn starts the Reply process.

On the other hand, the Reply process shown in the bottom

part of Fig. 7 is started by the dst immediately after receiving

the first MRREQ message. During this round, a response

value v calculated by the dst is propagated to nodes on the

route paths and reverse routes with the dst are established.

Also, the protocol allows the receiving of only one MRREP

message from the same node along with a maximum of

three from different nodes. Specifically, when receiving a

MRREQ message, the dst executes a maximum of four main

steps. Firstly, if the same message is previously received,

the dst skips this step and starts the execution from the second

step. Otherwise, the dst calculates a response value v based

on Equation 1.

v = ⌊x(η) ∗ 1014⌋ (1)

where the symbol ⌊ ⌋ is the Math floor function that rounds

its argument while x(η) is the Logistic chaotic map [37], [38].

The Logistic map is widely employed in several applications

for securing multimedia contents. The BP-AODV incorpo-

rates the Logistic map in its design to inherit its brilliant fea-

tures such as ergodicity, randomness, and sensitivity to initial

conditions and control parameters. Accordingly, the parame-

ters used in calculating the response value and confirmation

of the route are not fixed and totally related to the src and

dst nodes in each route request. In fact, the utilization of the

chaotic map grants the proposed protocol more security. The

chaotic value x(η) [38] can be computed by Equation 2.

x(η) = µx(η − 1)[1 − x(η − 1)] (2)

where η is a secret value randomly generated by the dst to

represent the number of chaotic map iterations. x(0) ǫ (0, 1)

and µ ǫ (0, 4] are the initial value and the control parameter

of the Logistic map, respectively. To assure the good chaotic

behavior of the map, the parameterµ should be maintained in

the range [3.5699456, 4] [38]. Accordingly, the values of x(0)

and µ can be obtained from the developed Equations 3 and 4,

respectively.

x(0) = (
cs

r1
) mod 1 (3)

µ = 3.5699456 + 0.43((
cs

r2
) mod 1) (4)

where cs is a challenge value conveyed by the srcwhile r1 and

r2 are two secret values randomly generated by the dst . Note

that Equations 3 and 4 are developed to generate andmaintain

the initial value x(0) and the control parameterµ in their valid

range [38] (i.e. x ǫ (0, 1) and µ ǫ [3.5699456, 4]). Thus,

the generated chaotic values will carry the good features of

the employed map. In addition, both equations relate the

generated parameters with the challenge value cs produced

by the src node and with the secret values r1 and r2 created

by the dst node. In other words, the generated values are

not fixed and totally depend on the pair of nodes (i.e., src

and dst). Accordingly, each distinct pair of nodes will have

different parameters on each new route request which grant

the protocol more security.

Secondly, the dst updates the timer t based on Equation 5.

t =

∑n
i=1(tri − ts)

2n
(5)

where ts is the time at which the MRREQ is generated by the

src while tri is the time at which the ith MRREQ message

received by the dst . n is the number of received MRREQ

messages with the same bid . The maximum number of mes-

sages allowed to be received is three, each one from a different

forwarding node (i.e., 1 ≤ n ≤ 3).

Thirdly, the dst creates a corresponding MRREP message

and sets up the required message parameters including the
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FIGURE 7. The flowchart of the routing process of the BP-AODV protocol.

value of v along with keeping the secret values η, r1, and r2.

Fourthly, the dst unicasts the MRREP message to the src

through the forwarding node (i.e., the node fromwhich the dst

received theMRREQmessage). For example, the dst unicasts

a MRREP message to the src through each of the forwarding

nodes 13, 14, and 16 as indicated by the arrows labeled with

v in Fig. 6b.

When an intermediate node receives a MRREP message,

it carries out four main steps. Firstly, it establishes a reverse

route to the dst through the forwarding node. The node is

allowed to create up to three routes with the dst (e.g., node 9

in Fig 6b created two reverse routes to the dst through

nodes 12 and 13). Secondly, the node puts the established

route into a waiting state (i.e., the route cannot be used to for-

ward data packets until it is turned into an operational state).

A route is turned into the operational state by theConfirm pro-

cess only if it assures that the route has no malicious node on

its path. Thirdly, the node stores the value of v into its routing

table with the associated route. Fourthly, if the intermediate

node is the src, it ignores the message. Otherwise, the node

unicasts each of the received MRREP messages having the

same value of v to the src through different routes (e.g., node 9
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receives two MRREP messages with the same value of v so

it unicasts one message via node 12 and the other message

through node 13). On the other hand, if the node receives

MRREP messages having different values of v′s, it unicasts

these messages to the src through the same node.

Finally, the Confirm process depicted in the right-top part

of Fig. 7 is triggered by the dst when the value of its timer

t reaches zero. During the confirm round, the BP-AODV

achieves three tasks: 1) the BP-AODV reveals the secret

values of η, r1, and r2 stored at the dst to the network nodes,

2) it detects malicious nodes tried to perform the blackhole

attack, and 3) it removes the routes that have malicious node

on their paths while assuring the other routes.

Specifically, when the value of its timer t reaches

zero, the dst creates a corresponding RCON message that

includes the secret values of η, r1, and r2. Next, the dst broad-

casts the RCON message to its neighbor nodes as denoted

by three dashed-dotted arrows in Fig. 6c started from dst to

nodes 13, 14, and 16. When an intermediate node that is not

on a route path (nodes 1, 3, 4, 7, 8 or 11 in Fig. 6c) receives

a set of RCON messages from different nodes in a specified

period of time, it compares the corresponding values of η,

r1, and r2. If the majority of RCON messages have the same

corresponding values, the node broadcasts only one of these

majority messages. Otherwise, if the number of the RCON

messages having the same values is neutral, the node ignores

the messages. In contrast, when an intermediate node that

is on a route path (nodes 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, or 16)

receives a set of RCON messages from different nodes in a

specified period of time, it performs five main steps. Firstly,

the node calculates the value of v from Equation 1 for each

received RCON message based on its included values of η,

r1, and r2 along with the value of cs in the node routing table.

Secondly, the node compares all the values of v to get the

most match value denoted by vm. Thirdly, the node compares

the value of vm with each value vi associated with the ith

route in its routing table. Fourthly, if the values of vm and

vi are equal, the node turns the ith route into an operational

state. Otherwise, the node announces that the forwarding

node associated with the ith route is a malicious node and

then removes the ith route from its routing table. Lastly, if the

node is not the src, it broadcasts the one most match with

vm to its neighbor nodes. Otherwise, the node (i.e., src) starts

to forward data packets to the dst based on the developed

forwarding process discussed in the next section.

C. BP-AODV FORWARDING PROCESS

The BP-AODV introduces a new forwarding process as

a second layer of defense to protect MANET’s against the

blackhole attack achieved by a malicious node that behaves

normally (i.e., the malicious node follows the protocol steps)

during the routing process but it behaves abnormally during

the forwarding process. The forwarding process starts imme-

diately by the src after approving its routes with the dst during

the routing process. During the forwarding process, when the

src or any forwarding node on route paths to the dst wants to

forward a data packet to the dst , it selects next hop ni toward

the dst based on the developed Equation 6.

ni =







































f (x, r) if y1 to yr are equal

1 0 < x ≤
y1

∑r
j=1 yj

2
y1

∑r
i=1 yi

< x ≤
y1 + y2
∑r

j=1 yj

3 x >
y1 + y2
∑r

j=1 yj

(6)

where x ǫ (0, 1) is a random number generated by the for-

warding node. r is an integer representing the number of

routes toward the dst at the forwarding node and its value is 1,

2, or 3. For example, the src has two routes (i.e., r = 2) to the

dst through the next hop nodes 5 and 6 as shown in Fig. 6c.

yj is the number of received data packets from the next hop

nj associated with the jth route at the forwarding node. The

function f () is evaluated by Equation 7.

f (x, r) = 1 + ⌊x ∗ 103⌋ mod r (7)

The function f () is used to randomly select a next hop

when all next hops have the same degree of trust at the

forwarding node (i.e., all values of yj are equal for 1 ≤ j ≤ r).

The value of yj associated with the next hop nj provides a

degree of trust for the jth route. To illustrate Equation 6,

suppose that node 5 wants to forward a data packet to dst .

Also node 5 previously received 70 and 30 data packets from

nodes 9 and 10 ( i.e., y1 = 70 is associated with the 1st route

via node 9 while y2 = 30 is related to the 2nd route through

node 10), respectively. Thus, the degree of trust of the 1st

and 2nd routes are 0.7 (i.e., 70/ (70 + 30)) and 0.3 (i.e., 30/

(70 + 30)), respectively. Next, the value of x ǫ (0, 1) deter-

mines which route is going to be selected. In this example,

if the value of x ≤ 0.7, the 1st route is selected. Otherwise,

the 2nd route is chosen. This means that the higher the trust

degree of a route, the higher the chance of the route to be

selected. Note that the protocol does not directly select the

route of the highest degree of trust for two reasons: 1) the

forwarding node increases its trust at the next hop and 2) it

makes load balance between different routes.

Based on Equation 6, the protocol gives a very rare chance

to forward data packets through a malicious node that per-

forms blackhole attack during the forwarding process. This

comes from the fact that a malicious node that performs

the blackhole attack does not forward data packets (i.e., the

number of received data packets from the malicious node is

zero). Therefore, the degree of trust of the route through the

malicious node is zero.

D. BP-AODV BLACKHOLE PROTECTION

The blackhole attack can be performed in several scenarios.

Firstly, a malicious node puts itself on a route path during

the routing process as depicted in Fig. 3. Secondly, two

malicious nodes can cooperate to attach one of them on the

route path during the routing process as presented in Fig. 5.

Thirdly, a malicious node follows the protocol steps during
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the routing process but it behaves maliciously (e.g., it drops

any received data packets) during the forwarding process.

Since the second scenario somehow covers the first scenario,

only the protection against the second and third scenarios are

discussed.

FIGURE 8. Detecting and removing malicious nodes.

The BP-AODV protects against cooperative balckhole

attack. To illustrate the protection for the second sce-

nario, the same network in Fig. 6 is considered for which

nodes 8 and 10 are utilized as malicious nodes M1 and M2,

respectively. During the request and reply rounds, the src and

dst build a set of routes between them and exchange the chal-

lenge and response values as shown in Fig. 8. The dst conveys

a response value denoted by v while the two malicious nodes

cooperate with each other to send the same response value

denoted by v1. Note that each of nodes 5 and 6 has an arrow

with two heads to src. This arrowmeans that a node conveyed

twoMRREPmessage, eachwith different response value. For

example node 6 received messages contain the same value of

v from nodes 7 and 9 while it received a message with the

value v1 fromM1. According to the protocol steps, all benign

nodes put their established routes into a wait state so the src

cannot enticed by the malicious nodes at this moment even

if the malicious nodes start their confirmation round. During

the confirm round, the dst assures routes by revealing the

secret values that are used in calculating the conveyed v. For

example, node 6 receives two RCON messages from nodes

7 and 9 that have the same confirm values while it receives

a different RCON from M1. According to the protocol steps,

node 6 concludes that node 8 is a malicious node. Therefore,

it removes node 8 from its routing table while turning the

route via node 9 into an operational state. Then, it broadcasts

either the RCONmessage received from node 7 or 9 to the src.

In this case, the src receives four benign RCONmessages that

lead to assure routes through nodes 5 and 6. Note that node 2

(src in this case) will also detect that each of nodes 5 and 6 is

recovered from malicious nodes.

The BP-AODV protocol also thwarts blackhole attack in

the third scenario. Due to the fact that a malicious node

performing the blackhole attack does not forward any data

packets to other nodes, it does not build a trust with the

nodes. The developed Equation 6 is designed with this fact

FIGURE 9. Network field used in experiments.

to avoid the selection of the malicious node as a next hop

during the forwarding process. This second layer of protec-

tion introduced in Section IV-C increases the robustness of

the BP-AODV protocol against the blackhole attack. These

three scenarios are experimentally tested with the BP-AODV

protocol and the results assure the robustness of the proposed

protocol against MANET’s blackhole attack.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents a set of conducted experiments that

compares the performance of the proposed BP-AODV proto-

col against the SAODV [10], AODV [9], and PCBHA [22]

protocols under both attack-free and blackhole attack con-

ditions. The performance is measured in terms of through-

put, packet delivery ratio (PDR), and end-to-end delay. The

throughput is the amount of data received in a given time

period and it is usually measured in bits per second. The

PDR is the ratio of the number of packets received to the

number of packets sent by the destination and source nodes,

respectively. The end-to-end delay is the time that a packet

takes from its source until reaching its destination [39], [40].

The experiments are implemented and performed using the

popular network simulator 2 (NS2) [41] and they are car-

ried on several network fields of different sizes. It is found

that the obtained results from these different network fields

exhibit similar performance behavior. Therefore, a simple

network field is provided to show the performance behavior

of the underling protocols for attack-free and blackhole attack

conditions. The network field of the simulator has 25 nodes

distributed over an area of size 1000m × 500m and its initial

node positions are depicted in Fig. 9.

As discussed in Section III, the blackhole or cooperative

blackhole attack can be achieved in three main scenarios.

Firstly, the blackhole attack can be lunched by a malicious

node that behaves maliciously to attach itself on a route path

during the routing process and drops its received data packets

during the forwarding process. Secondly, the cooperative

blackhole attack can be generated by using two malicious

nodes that cooperate with each other to attach one of them on

the route path during the routing process while dropping data

packets during the forwarding process. Thirdly, the blackhole

attack can be accomplished by a malicious node that behaves
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TABLE 2. Simulation configuration parameters of each scenario.

normally during the routing process to avoid detection while

it behaves maliciously during the forwarding process by sim-

ply dropping its received data packets. Therefore, the con-

ducted experiments are divided into three categories, one for

each scenario. The simulation configuration parameters of

each scenario are described in Table 2. For example, each of

the first and second scenarios has three connections denoted

by con1, con2, and con3 that connect the source nodes 4, 10,

and 6 to the destination nodes 0, 2, and 22, respectively. Also,

the duration lasts for 200 seconds in which con1, con2, and

con3 begin at 1, 20, and 50 while they end at 20, 65, and

200 from the simulation start time, respectively. In addition,

the other simulation parameters along with the parameters

related to the physical layer, MAC layer, and queue are shown

in the table. After setting up the required configurations,

the experiments of each scenario are executed to measure the

performance of the BP-AODV protocol against the SAODV,

PCBHA, and AODV protocols.

During the first scenario, two experiments are performed

to evaluate the performance of the four protocols in terms

of the average throughput, end-to-end delay, and PDR. The

experiments use a step size of one second to calculate the

average. The first experiment measures the performance of

the four protocols under attack-free condition. Since the four

protocols perform well under the attack-free condition, only

their average throughput results are presented in Fig. 10.

The results reveal that the four protocols produce almost

the same average throughput under attack-free condition.

On the other hand, the second experiment computes the per-

formance under blackhole attack generated by a malicious

node during the routing process. The experiment uses node 3

in Fig. 9 as a malicious node and its results are shown

in Fig. 11.

The results of the average throughput in Fig. 11a, end-

to-end delay in Fig. 11b, and PDR in Fig. 11c show that

the BP-AODV and SAODV protocols are protected under

the blackhole attack performed with one malicious node

during the routing process. Both protocols can detect the

malicious node and remove it from the route paths during

FIGURE 10. Attack-free average throughput in the 1th scenario.

the routing process. In the PCBHA and AODV protocols,

on the other hand, the malicious node is able to lunch the

blackhole attack because the AODV protocol is not consid-

ered the security in its implementation while the PCBHA

considers the security in its implementation but it is based

on sending an ACK packet which is forged by the malicious

node during the attack. Therefore, in each of the PCBHA

and AODV protocol, the malicious node is able to put itself

on the route paths of the connections con2 and con3 dur-

ing the routing process. When the malicious node receives

data packets on con2 or con3 during the forwarding process,

it drops them. In addition, the malicious node in the PCBHA

protocol forges an ACK packet and sends it to the source

node to increase its fidelity or trust level. Dropping the data

packets by the malicious node in the PCBHA and AODV

protocols results in reducing their performance as shown

in Fig. 11.

During the second scenario which is concerned with coop-

erative blackhole attack (i.e., two malicious nodes are coop-

erated to perform that attack), two experiments employing

nodes 3 and 16 in Fig. 9 as malicious nodes are carried out.

The first experiment visualizes the average end-to-end delay

under both the blackhole attack-free and the cooperative

blackhole attack conditions of the four protocols to just give

an indication about the overhead of the BP-AODV protocol

compared with the other three protocols. The experimental

results in Fig. 12 reveal that the average end-to-end delay of

the four protocols under attack-free is almost close to each

other. In contrast, the results under cooperative blackhole

attack show that the BP-AODV protocol experiences very

low average end-to-end delay compared with the SAODV,

PCBHA, and AODV protocols.

The second experiment of the second scenario which has

the results in Fig. 13 measures the performance of the four

protocols under the cooperative blackhole attack.

The results of the average throughput in Fig. 13a, end-

to-end delay in Fig. 13b, and PDR in Fig. 13c indicate

that the BP-AODV protocol mitigates the effect of coop-

erative blackhole attack while the AODV and SAODV are
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FIGURE 11. Performance behavior under blackhole attack in the
1st scenario.

vulnerable under this attack. The results also reveal that

employing two malicious nodes can violate the security of

the SAODV against blackhole attack protection. As discussed

in Section III-C, the two malicious nodes are cooperated to

successfully attach one of them on the route paths of con2

and con3 during the routing process. Next, when one of the

malicious nodes receives any data packet via con2 or con3,

FIGURE 12. Average end-to-end delay.

it simply drops the packet. Also the PCBHA is vulnerable

to the cooperative blackhole attack when a malicious node

forges the ACK packets to increase its fidelity or trust level

and lure the source node to create a route through one of the

malicious nodes that drops the data packets during the for-

warding process. As a result, the performance of SAODV and

PCBHA protocols are degraded as visualized in Fig. 13. This

means that the average throughput and PDR are decreased

while the average end-to-end delay is increased during each

of the connections con2 and con3. Note that Even though the

PCBHA protocol protects against the cooperative blackhole

attack, its security can be broken by forging the acknowledge-

ment packets as shown in the results of the first and second

scenarios.

During the third scenario, also two experiments are carried

out to measure the average throughput, average end-to-end

delay, and average PDR of the four protocols. The experi-

ments also use one second as step size to calculate the aver-

ages. The first experiment evaluates the average throughput

behavior under attack-free condition. The result in Fig. 14

demonstrates that the average throughput of each of the four

protocols exhibits almost the same behavior.

On the other hand, the second experiment of the third

scenario measures the performance of the four protocols

under the blackhole attack generated by a malicious node

that behaves normally during the routing process to avoid

the detection but if it is attached to a route path, it drops

any received data packets during the forwarding process. The

experiment uses node 3 in Fig. 9 as a malicious node and its

results are visualized in Fig. 15.

The results of the average throughput in Fig. 13a, end-

to-end delay in Fig. 13b, and PDR in Fig. 13c assure that

the malicious node is attached to some of the route paths

established by the AODV and SAODA protocols while it is

avoided by the PCBHA and BP-AODV protocols. Specifi-

cally, the results show that the malicious node is attached to

connections con2 and con3 created by the AODV protocol

while it is attached to the connection con3 established by the

SAODV protocol. Since the AODV and SAODV protocols
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FIGURE 13. Performance behavior in the 2nd scenario under cooperative
blackhole attack.

cannot detect and avoid such malicious node during the

forwarding process, their performance will go down. As a

result, the average throughput in Fig. 13a and PDR in Fig. 13c

obtained by the AODV start degrading during con2 and con3.

In contrast, the average throughput and PDR produced by

the SAODV protocol start to go down during con3. In the

same way, the average end-to-end delay in Fig. 13b resulted

FIGURE 14. The average throughput under attack-free in the 3rd scenario.

from the AODV protocol goes up during con2 and con3 while

the average end-to-end delay produced from the SAODV

protocols starts increasing during con3.

On the other hand, the PCBHA and BP-AODV protocols

are able to detect and avoid such malicious node during

the forwarding process. During this scenario, the malicious

node in the PCBHA protocol drops any received data packets

during the forwarding process without forging any acknowl-

edgement packets. Since the malicious node does not forge

ACK packets, its fidelity or trust level will be reduced.

Reducing the fidelity level of the malicious node helps the

source node to detect the malicious node and avoid creating

a route through it during the routing process. As a result,

the PCBHA protects against the blackhole attack during

the underlying scenario. The BP-AODV protocol considered

such case during its design as discussed in Section IV-C.

When the BP-AODV protocol detects the malicious node on a

route path during the forwarding process, the protocol avoids

this route by choosing another route to forward data packets

through it. Note that the BP-AODV protocol establishes up

to three routes for each connection. Consequently, if a route

has a malicious node, the BP-AODV protocol is able to

choose another route based on Equation 6 without the need

to establish the connection again. The results produced by

the PCBHA and BP-AODV protocol in Fig. 15 assure their

robustness against a malicious node that behaves normally

during the routing process while dropping their received data

packets during the forwarding process. Specifically, the aver-

age throughput in Fig. 13a and PDR in Fig. 13c obtained

by each of the PCBHA and BP-AODV protocol is very high

while the average end-to-end delay in Fig. 13b is very low

compared with the AODV and SAODV protocols.

From the results obtained in Fig. 10 to Fig. 15, we can

conclude that the AODV has a very good performance under

attack-free while it experiences a very poor performance

during blackhole attack performed in the three mentioned

scenarios. Also the SAODV protocol performs very well

under both attack-free and a blackhole attack generated using

one malicious node during the first scenario. On the other
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FIGURE 15. Performance behavior under blackhole attack of the
3rd scenario.

hand, the SAODV protocol produces very poor performance

during the cooperative blackhole attack in the second scenario

and the blackhole attack of the third scenario. The results also

show that the PCBHA protocol is vulnerable to the blackhole

attack when the malicious node forges the ACK packets as

depicted in Fig. 11, Fig. 12, and Fig 13. On the other hand,

when the malicious node does not forge the ACK packet as

in the third scenario, it will be detected and avoided by the

source node as revealed by the results in Fig. 15. Finally,

the results approve that the BP-AODV protocol exhibits very

good performance during attack-free and blackhole attack

during the three underlying scenarios.

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper introduced a blackhole protected ad-hoc on

demand distance vector (BP-AODV) routing protocol for

MANETs. The BP-AODV addressed the blackhole vulnera-

bility associated with each of the AODV and SAODV proto-

cols. In addition, it utilized the chaotic map features to protect

against cooperative blackhole attack that is performed by two

malicious nodes. Furthermore, the BP-AODV considered and

protected against the blackhole attack that might be achieved

by a malicious node that behaves normally during the rout-

ing process but maliciously during the forwarding process.

The BP-AODV is implemented using the well-known net-

work simulator version 2 (NS2) and compared against the

AODV, SAODV, and PCBHA protocols. The experimental

results showed that the BP-AODV protocol is effective in

thwarting blackhole attack that might be occurred in different

scenarios.
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